Dear Mrs. Bapat,

I am really sorry for this delay. I am held up at work and I am traveling to different places to perform some experiments for my project. At the moment I am in south of Italy.

Mrs. Bapat, I have gone through the budget and the emails. Unfortunately I didn't have time to discuss with the group. Anyway, it seems to me that the Budget is fine ; I thought that last year we started the installment from January (2005) and the money was sent in February I guess. and the second installment was sent in May-June I guess.  

When I saw the budget I didn't get it completely. you have sent me one excell file with the budget of Octo03-Sept04 and also October04-Sept05. But as I said earlier I thought the second year's budget was from january to December. Please do clarify on this.

I try to answer some of your questions below:

>We are sending you the detailed statement of accounts for the years 2003-4 and 2004-5 along with the amount that we have spent in excess of the amount received from you.
This shows an under-utilisation of our budgeted amount of Rs.2,72,000/- by almost Rs.91000/-.The cause for this is also the balance from last year.Last year we had asked you if this balance could be used for certain other expenditure including the repair of a shed in Morwadi.We could not use this amount as the shed was likely to be removed during road widening.This year we suggest the following  things which need to be done:

I didn't quite get this point. Did you use excess of Rs.91,000/- or you are still left with Rs.91,000/- from the last budget? I am sorry, but I am not very familiar with terminologies of the accounting..


1)Instead of Rs.10,000/- proposed for repair of shed last year, we make only immediate repairs of around Rs5000/- which will be explained to Guru on the site.-these repairs are essential and can be treated as worth it even if the shed is removed after one year(minimum time for road widening to start)

I think this is not a problem. You can go ahead with this!


2)Rs.5000/- for repairs and painting of other classes –approx Rs.600/- per class.during Diwali.
3)Rs.5000/- for sarees for uniforms for the teachers-we are proposing this to all projects so that all teachers under every project wear similar sarrees during annual day and other functions
4)Jacket uniforms @ Rs.95 each which will be stored in the class and used for special events and picnics etc Rs9500 for 100 children.We have already got 100 jackets from another donor-not sufficient.


points 2, 3 and 4 also should not be a problem. I will discuss with the group and let you know. But in general you can take this as accepted. I will let you know exactly by end of the month.


5)Start a nutrition programme for all children by giving dry ladoos of gul and peanuts which we have been planning to do. Which would work out to Rs.50,000/- a year  if we give them two times a week -.We could let you know the details.

This is something which I really have to discuss with the group. So I can only let you know by end of this month

6)We will be sending you the new budget for the coming period Oct to Sept 2005-6.

I have not got the new budget from your side. Please do send me this as early as possible and I will try to send the first installment soon. I think we also have to put down some more points in the new MOU and should have a new MoU for the coming year. Also please clarify whether the third year's budget should be from Jan-Dec or from Sept-oct.


Hope I am not missing anything,
I once again apologize for the very very late reply.

Best Regards,
Vishwa
PS: oh yes i forgot, thank you very much for the Diwali wishes and teh greeting cards from the akshardeep. I also received the photos.





